
 
Air Pollution Catcher 

 

Materials: paper plate or piece of cardboard, petroleum jelly/shortening/lard, knife 
or spoon, hole puncher or tool to poke a hole in the plate/cardboard, string/yarn 
 

Background Information: Air pollution occurs when gases, dust particles, fumes (or 
smoke) or odor are introduced into the atmosphere in a way that makes the air 
harmful to humans, animals and plants because the air is dirty or contaminated. 
Things that pollute the air are called pollutants.  Examples of pollutants include 
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxides, hydrocarbons, sulfur oxides, sand or dust 
particles, and organic compounds that can evaporate and enter the atmosphere. 
 

STEM Career Connection: Air Pollution Analysts and Air Quality Field Technicians 
measure, sample, and analyze data gathered from polluted air.  After theorizing or 
discovering the source of the pollutants, they work with other specialized scientists 
to develop ways for reducing or eliminating the air pollution. 
 

Literature Connections: The Earth Book by Todd Parr, Air (Environment Collection 
for Kids) by David Palatnik, Air Is All Around You (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 
1) by Dr. Franklyn M. Branley, Pollution: Problems Made by Man (Nature Books for 
Kids - Children's Nature Books) by Baby Professor 
 

Challenge:  
1. Gather materials. 
2. Punch 1-2 holes in the plate/cardboard.  String string/yarn through hole/holes 

and tie the ends together to make a loop for hanging the air pollution catcher.  
3. Use a knife or spoon to spread a thin layer of petroleum jelly over the surface 

of one side of the plate/cardboard.  
4. Hang the air pollution catcher in a place inside or outside that you want to 

check for air pollution.  
5. Leave your air pollution catcher in place for at least a few hours.  
6. Check the air pollution catcher for evidence of air pollution.  All the little 

specks are air pollutants. 
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